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I. Introduction. Many models in theoretical ecology take the Volterra model of interacting species as a starting point. In an improved analysis, the influence of the environment (which includes other species) has to be taken into account. This is often done by arbitrarily augmenting the deterministic equations with stochastic terms or taking the environmental parameters as time-dependent and randomly varying. In both cases, the corresponding stochastic properties have to be postulated. Also selfinteraction terms are introduced to ensure asymptotic stability, or time lags are incorporated explicitly.
In this paper we want to follow a different approach. We start with the many species conservative Volterra model, which is a deterministic, autonomous dynamical system. Thus it is also Markovian in a trivial sense (transition probabilities are delta-functions).
Next we investigate the behaviour of a single species. That is, we study the reduced probability distribution for the species by integrating out the other "irrelevant" variables. Formally, this is accomplished by defining a projection-operator which extracts the desired information from the distri-69 bution function of the total system in phase-space. By assuming a special (non-equilibrium) initial distribution, one arrives at a generalized Fokker-Planck equation for the reduced distribution. The projection process is in general a non-autonomous, non-Markovian process. Moreover, we find damping terms in the Fokker-Planck equation, due to the coupling of the relevant species to the other species. However, in contrast to the usual treatment as mentioned above, these memory and damping terms emerge from the model itself, and can (at least in principle) be explicitly calculated from the underlying many species model. The Zwanzig-Mori projectionoperator method, which was applied here to a biological model, was originally developed in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. In this sense, our treatment is a natural continuation of the investigations of Kerner (1957 Kerner ( , 1959 Kerner ( , 1974 who was the first to apply equilibrium statistical mechanics to the Volterra model.
The Generalized Fokker-Planck Equation.
A mathematical model representing an ecological system of (N+ 1) biological species feeding on each other is given by the Volterra model:
(1) j=O Here Ni-N~(t) denotes the number of species i at time t; a u is an antisymmetric interaction matrix; ki are rate constants, and fi,>0 are constants. It is assumed that there exists a nontrivial mechanical equilibrium (qo,-..,qN) of (1), which is feasible (all qi>0).
If this equilibrium is unique, then (N + 1) is necessarily even. We define a new set of variables by vi=ln(Ni/qi) Then system (1) reads (-oo <vi< oo).
(2) 
is a constant of motion.
For a detailed discussion of this model, see Goel et al. (1971) . Here we are interested in the growth or decay of a population of a single species, say N o (or vo) , interacting with a large number of other species, of which the initial conditions are to a large extent unknown. The question is then to derive a generalized Fokker-Planck equation for the relevant species No, by averaging over a suitable statistical ensemble of initial conditions of the other species.
In the case that all species but the relevant one are linearized around their equilibrium values (let us call this the "linearized version" of the model), which should be valid if the deviations from equilibrium remain small for all times, Zwanzig showed that the growth of a single species follows a generalized Verhulst law containing memory effects (Zwanzig, 1973) .
Van Kampen pointed out that such a behaviour strongly depends on the form of the interaction matrix, at least in the linearized version of the model. For special values of the interaction matrix there are no memory effects and the corresponding transport equation is simply the Verhulst equation. On the other hand an interaction matrix can be found which leads to complete memory (in the "thermodynamic" limit N~ ~), and the relevant species oscillates indefinitely (van Kampen, 1974) .
Here we study the influence of the nonlinear interaction on this picture. This is a typical problem for which Zwanzig and Mori's projectionoperator technique can be used.
The probability distribution f (Vo,.., vN;t ) in phase space Vo,...,v N satisfies the Liouville equation (Goel et al. 1971) :
Here Lis the "Liouville operator":
i,j
The probability density g(a, t) to find v o between the values a and (a+da) at time t is given by
An important problem in the projection operator technique is a proper choice of the projection operator P. An essential condition is that P must be chosen such that the average value of the resulting Langevin force is zero. This is the case if we require
and
is the normalized canonical equilibrium distribution with respect to the constant of motion (4). We choose the projection operator in the following way (which agrees with the definition given in Garcia-Colin and del Rio, 1977) :
is the equilibrium distribution for the relevant species only. The initial distribution of type
satisfies condition (9). For example, we can take
from which g(a,O) =6(a-~). So g(a, t) may be written as g(a, t)= fdvowo(Vo) (a-vo)P4 (Vo,.., vN;t) .
This shows that to calculate g(a, t) we do not need the whole distribution O(Vo,... vu;t) , but only its projection P~b(Vo,...vN;t ) onto the subspace of the relevant variable v o.
From the equation of motion (6) under condition (9), an exact generalized Fokker-Planck equation can be derived, which turns out to be:
where v(a) = 1/w o (a)@o (0)6 (Vo -a))
is the streaming velocity. The memory kernel is given by 
The brackets ( .... ) denote a phase space average over the equilibrium distribution (11).
For the Lotka-Volterra model the streaming velocity is zero, since from 
j=l is independent of Vo, and (1)
That the memory kernel can be written in a simple form like (18) is due to the choice of the projection operator (12). Another advantage of (12) follows if one wants to write the memory kernel in terms of a perturbation expansion in the nonlinear terms of the Lotka-Volterra model. This can be done if the interaction matrix of the irrelevent species is of the type given by van Kampen (1974) .
Then the exact solution of the linearized version of the model is known and can be used as the "unperturbed part" in a time-dependent perturbation expansion. 
With the definitions
Primes denote summation over irrelevant species only. L o generates the unperturbed motion of the bath (irrelevant species); the nonlinear corrections for the bath come from Lll. Llz generates the coupling of the bath to the relevant species and L13 the coupling of the relevant species to the bath. Since 
and we make the following perturbation expansion:
In this way we find for the first two terms of the memory kernel ( 
The expression (28) can be continued to any order in a consistent way if one wishes to do so. The first term in (28) is the zeroth order approximation. It will lead to the following nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation for the relevant species:
Following van Kampen, we distinguish three cases (N large).
(i) c0~= 1, all i (the relevant species eats all other ones). Then, as N--->~,
ko(s)=2cdO6(s ).
There is no memory. The resulting Markovian equation (33) was solved exactly by Goel et al. (1971) , and the solution exhibits monotonous relaxation to the stationary solution wo(a).
(ii) Co~ is a random row of + 1 and -1 (the relevant species eats and is eaten equally).
Then k o (s) = Ne-=c~2o O.
On a time scale r=(t/N ~) there is complete memory as N-->~, and the solution oscillates indefinitely around wo(a ).
(iii) Intermediate cases with finite memory. Now the solutions are damped oscillations.
The second term in (28) represents the nonlinear interaction between the irrelevant species. Extended to any order, this does not change the form of the corresponding Fokker-Planck (33); only the kernel k0(s ) is modified.
The third term contains a differential operator O/c~a, expressing a nondiagonal part of the memory kernel. This term does not affect the transport equation for the quantity c((t) = fda ag(a, t) =--<a>t , (34) but only the higher moments of g(a,t) (Garcia-Colin and del Rio, 1978) . Mori et al. (1974) , noticed that such a term must be present in any nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation in order to be consistent.
Together with the fourth term it expresses the interaction between the relevant species and the irrelevant ones. The expansion we suggest here can easily be brought in the form of a series expansion in a so called "slowness parameter" (Mori et al., 1974) .
As shown by Kerner, the average frequency of oscillation of the relevant species relative to a species i is given by (Kerner, 1959) :
So the relevant species varies much slower than the irrelevant ones, due to a relative weak coupling between relevant and irrelevant species. To third order in this parameter the generalized Fokker-Planck equation (16) 
where Coi= (1/e)Coi , and for simplicity we took all ei (i¢0) equal to 0~. To lowest order in e, the influence of the relevant species on the irrelevant ones is neglected [-it first appears in kz(t)]. This is analogous to the theory of Brownian motion, where only the effect of the health bath on the Brownian particle is taken into account, while the reverse action is neglected.
If again we take all Coi= 1, then (38) becomes to order 0c2:
and (37) 
The purely stochastic character that was present in zeroth order has disappeared because of the constant term kl(t ). However, any initial distribution will reach the equilibrium distribution in the course of time, because the transport equations belonging to (33) and (40) are the same:
In lowest order (in the original variable N0) this is
which is the well-known Verhulst law. If we choose the matrix elements coi to be random + 1 or -1, constant memory remains present, since, to order e2, kl(t ) and k2(t) as given by (38) do not_contribute as N~ co, just as in the linear case. We hope to present more details elsewhere. Our conclusion is that weak nonlinear effects in the Lotka-Volterra model lead to additional memory effects in the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation for a slowly varying species, but the picture already present in the linearized version still holds.
Final Remarks.
(a) We studied the behaviour of one relevant species in the Volterra model, assuming at t equal to zero equilibrium for the irrelevant species and a fixed value for the relevant one. This model could therefore be used to investigate the behaviour of a slowly varying species (like a large mammal) when it is suddenly pushed out of its equilibrium value (c.q. by intensive hunting).
(b) We found that for special values of the interaction matrix there may occur irreversible damping. However, since the total system is conservative, this can only be true for a limited time, due to aperiodic recurrences. These were avoided by first taking the "thermodynamic" limit.
For large, but finite N, the recurrence times may well be very large, so that the irreversible equations are valid for a very long time.
(c) The projection-operator method used here yields exact generalized Fokker-Planck (or Langevin) equations. To be of pratical use, approximations must be introduced. The validity of such approximations depends heavily on a sensible choice of relevant variables, onto which the projection is carried out. There must be some criterion to distinguish relevant from irrelevant variables
In the present case we considered a slowly varying species interacting with other rapidly varying species. More generally, one might study the
